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The elegant grotesque of Vee Speers
T: NUNZIA GAROFFOLO PH: VEE SPEERS

Vee Speers was born in Australia, where she studied Fine Art and Photography at the Queensland College of Art. She lives in Paris,
where she worked for 12 years in fashion, photojournalism and fine art photography. The red-light district of the Rue St. Denis,
where the artist has lived for the past 14 years, formed the backdrop for her celebrated “Bordello” series, published by EarBooks, Ger-
many. Deriving her inspiration from the decadence of her surroundings, the artist shot in real bordellos, creating images where the
real and the surreal overlap. A companion to the “Bordello” series is “Parisians”, inspired by the voyeurism of circus shows. Her most
recent work is “The Birthday Party”, published by Dewi Lewis UK, a collection of portraits of children. Having observed children pla-
ying as adults, Speers imagined what characters they would create if they pushed their role-playing to imaginative extremes. In
these photographs she has subverted the idealistic and common stereotypes of childhood, capturing them happy to experiment
with imperfection. And here she embraces the grotesque, a revolutionary aesthetics, leitmotiv of her work as she tells in the following
interview. When did you develop your passion for photography and when did you decide that you were going to be a professional pho-
tographer? “My father is a passionate photographer and my mother an artist, so I grew up in a very creative environment. When I went
to art school, I naturally migrated towards photography because it was so familiar to me.” Is there any photographer that inspired or
influenced your artistic work? “Not really. I was inspired more by film directors such as David Lynch and Pedro Almodovar and Peter
Greenaway.” Is your photography technique informed by a specific method that you developed or does it rely on the inspiration of
the moment? “I always work within a concept that is planned - I don't shoot in a random way hoping to find a 'lucky shot'. And each
project is approached in a new way, as it all depends on what I wish to communicate. Photography is a tool for that expression, but I
could quite easily use another medium such as sound and video.” In your photo book “Bordello” you celebrated the decadence of
Paris's brothels in the Thirties. Why did you choose that subject? Did your choice have anything to do with your living in Paris, in the
red lights district of Saint Denis? “I decided to photograph nudes as a kind of artistic discipline, in much the same way a painter would
work with still life, carefully considering the composition and light on the subject. For me it was a way to really learn about working with
models and light creating something from zero.” Can “Bordello” be considered a hymn to femininity? “I wanted to empower women
within this series, showing women with a sense of self, and the theme of Bordello was a way to weave the images in to a story.” You
skilfully made a wonderful fusion of two visuals of aesthetics, beauty and grotesque (by grotesque I mean the aesthetics of excess),
creating an elegant image. Was that your main purpose or is there something else underlying all that? “I definitely like to reveal the
beauty in what could be considered by some people as marginal, or unattractive, or strange. Classic beauty doesn't really interest me.
I need to feel a connection to the person I am photographing, and there always has to be something other than 'perfect' good looks
to inspire me.” Why did you choose the thirties as scenario of your photos? “I chose the 20's and 30's as it was the post WWI period,
when women were more liberated from very traditional responsibilities and were working as there were suddenly a lot less men around
since so many of them had been killed at war. I also love the fashion of that time - dark, charcoal eyes, and boyish haircuts. After wea-
ring corsets and long dresses for so long the style became more loose and sexy. Women were experiencing a new kind of freedom.”
Karl Largerfeld said that you “show beauty where beauty can be terribly absent”, but the prostitutes' stereotype and the brothel sce-
narios have always inspired many artists, directors (i.e. Federico Fellini) and were considered seductive by many people, both men
and women. Do you agree with that? “Yes, I think many artists such as Toulouse Lautrec, Brassai and EJ Belloque have been drawn
to the circles of cabarets, dancers and prostitutes simply because there is so much colour and artistic inspiration to be drawn from
this part of society. There is also a precarious edge in this corner of society which can create a tension for the artist, and therefore beco-
mes a creative stimulation.” Concerning your “The birthday party” photos series, why did you choose to subvert the stereotyped image
of childhood? “Images of children smiling and laughing are fine for selling clothes, but I think it's not in harmony with the way I work.
I prefer to reveal a different side of humanity, perhaps to give the characters force rather than to keep everything light and airy just so
people aren't disturbed.” Were you inspired by your own childhood memories or by your daughter? “I definitely draw on my own expe-
rience. I am sure there are links to my childhood, but I believe most children experience all the emotions of joy, sadness, loneliness,
determination, hope, desire. Isn't that what makes us human? I'm just painting the whole picture, not only the part that makes the vie-
wer “feel good”.” What are your forthcoming artistic projects? “My new project is multi-media and involves video and sound installa-
tions as well as photos. I am currently working with teenagers.”
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